As mentioned in the manuscript, the onsite energies 's and hopping parameters t's are obtained from NMTO-downfolding calculation. The few band Hamiltonian in the basis of Cr and Os effective t 2g orbitals is obtained by starting from a non spin-polarized full DFT calculation and integrating out the O and Sr, as well as Cr and Os e g degrees of freedom. The real space representation of this Hamiltonian provides the estimates of 's and t's, which are the spin-independent components of the model Hamiltonian, given in Eqn.(1). The tight-binding bands described by 's and t's in comparison to the non-spinpolarized DFT bands are shown in Fig. S1 . In absence of any spin-polarization this leads to partially filled Cr t 2g and Os t 2g bands of d 3 occupancies with metallic character.
The spin-polarization in the model Hamiltonian arises from last two terms in Eqn(1) governed by parameters J and J . These two exchange parameters have been determined following the procedure given in Ref 9 of the main text, which involves the spin splitting at Cr site and the extra splitting at Os site than that expected from solely hybridization mechanism, as obtained from a magnetic downfolding calculation, as opposed to nonmagnetic downfolding calculation, which provides information of 's and t'. Given the fact that J t C−Os , this Hamiltonian can be cast into form appropriate for J → ∞. This has been done by performing a rotation to the local S i axis at each Cr site, and retaining only the electron state oriented antiparallel to S i at that site. This gives the Hamiltonian, with 'spinless' Cr conduction electrons and Os electrons having both spin degrees of freedom. This is the lowest energy Hamiltonian. There is no longer any 'large' coupling in the model, and the number of degrees of freedom has been reduced to three per Cr site and six per Os, compared to original problem with six degrees of freedom at both the sites. Since the spin S is large and can be considered classical, one can consider different spin configurations (ferro, antiferro, canted and disordered) and diagonalize the system in real space, to obtain variational estimates of the ground state, and its stability. 
